are mainly based on intensity conservation and motion smoothing constraints.
Introduction
Cardiovascular diseases are a major cause of mortality, being responsible for about 30% of registered adult deaths in industrial countries. Because a more sensitive measurement of myocardial function might result in earlier diagnosis, more effective treatment of heart disease may be possible. Technological improvements in cardiac imaging provide rich opportunities for such progress. It is in particular the case with spiral computed tomography, with the introduction of ultra-fast rotating gantries (-O.Ss/ti-) along with multi-rows detectors, higher spatial and temporal resolutions, retrospective ECG-gated reconstructions.
Some reference studies have been 
2.

Method
The motion extraction method we propose needs in a first step a 3D segmentation stage. This detection part is based on a region growing process constrained by contour information and provides the segmented surface of the object [12].
The next issue is to compute the displacement vector field associated to 3D objects between two successive frames. The structures of interest in these images are nonrigid and verify some consistency in shape and motion. This motion estimation is achieved by a local search of correspondences between 3D surface meshes which represent the extracted objects at each time of the sequence.
The feature matching methods rely on the matching of specific entities according to some descriptive parameters. A local energy based an these parameters is defined to compare two entities considered at successive times t and t + 1. A minimization process is then applied to globally optimize the correspondences.
the choice of the entities nature and of their descriptive parameters, s the definition of the local energy, the choice of the optimization process. In next paragraphs we describe how we have dealt with each of these issues and we highlight how the process has been developed using the benefits of a hierarchical scheme.
Using that kind of methods involves three steps:
2,l. Choice of the entities and of their descriptive parameters
Two main classes of entities can be identified: entities which are focused on particular features of the object and entities which describe the whole object of interest. We have focused our study on 3D mesh nodes, allowing to precisely describe a surface mesh, to compute a hierarchical description of the surface, and to give the possibility to use different surface descriptors.
The topological configuration of local surfaces can be described by different parameters such as the surface orientation, the mean or gaussian curvature. In this work the mean curvature has been selected and provided by the integral absolute mean curvature [13] which gives information on the flatness of the nodes neighborhood. The regularization term prevents to obtain aberrant results and enables to compute smooth correspondence field to preserve spatial and temporal coherence. This second energy term is based on neighborhood constraints about correspondences of the current node and of its neighborhing nodes.
2.2.
Definition of the local energy
Optimization
The computation of the displacement vector field is obtained by the minimization of a global energy, providing correspondences of highest probability. The simulated annealing algorithm has been used in order to minimize the global energy resulted from the summation of local energies. From an initial configuration of the motian field, one iteration consists in the selection of a set of nodes in a random way, the analysis of possibilities to accept a transition (modification of correspondence) for each selected node and the progressive linear lowering of a temperature parameter. The computation cost of this process is limited by the fact that the transition of one node affects only the local energy associated to this node. The process is stopped when the temperature reachs zero.
Multi-resolution process
Taking advantage of the spatial resolution of the volumes acquired with MSCT, a hierarchical scheme is used to optimize the convergence of the matching algoritm, to reduce the computation time and to take advantage of the spatial resolution provided by MSCT. In fact, the complexity of the segmented surface highlights the need to describe topological features at different resolutions in order to match entities according to different levels of details.
To obtain the surface at one resolution, the segmented volume at the previous resolution is first filtered (with a gaussian filter) and is down-sampled by a factor 2. Finally, a surface reconstruction process is applied to the resulting volume to obtain the surface at desired resolution.
The matching process is first applied at the lowest resolution to take the coarsest details into account (the initialization of correspondences is then done by the selection of the nearest node at t + 1). For the computation of correspondences at next resolution, the result of that optimization is used as an initialization, after an interpolation process: for each node, the neighboring nodes at lower resolution are selected; the average of their estimated motion is computed; the chosen node at next resolution is selected as the node corresponding to a movement with the nearest direction and amplitude.
This process is applied iteratively until the correspondences at desired resolution are obtained.
Results
3.1.
Tests on simulated data
One simulated model has been used to test the matching process between two successive moments. The model is composed of a superellipsoidal shape deformed by three kinds of' movement: local deformation, twisting deformation and expansiodcompression deformation. To obtain the model corresponding to the image at t time, the original shape is iteratively locally deformed to render the complexity of the endocardium (cf Fig. 1 ). This surface is next deformed with the three kinds of motion to compute the model corresponding to the image at t + 1 time. The motion extraction process has been tested with this model, using three hierarchical resolutions and the three kinds of motion applied simultaneously. The process enables to obtain a mean error of the estimated motion of 0.5 voxel (with an error inferior to 1 voxel for 85% of nodes).
Results on real data
The algorithm has been also tested on real human heart data with a temporaI database acquired by a Siemens SOMATOM Sensation 16 with ten volume images representing a whole cardiac cycle. The segmentation preprocess has been applied to each volume of the sequence resulting to the segmentation of the left cavities of the heart and of the beginning of the aorta. To obtain surface meshes, segmented volumes are then processed by a surface recontruction tool, such as the Marching Cubes algorithm.
The descriptor used to match two nodes, the integral absolute mean curvature, has highlighted a spatial and temporal coherence and so can be used to compare along time the local topology of two nodes.
The mufti-resolution motion extraction process has been applied to the sequence, each time between two successive endocardial surfaces. The minimal resolution used is obtained from the volume image (of dimension 512x5 12x300) after four consecutive filtering and downsampling steps. Three levels of resolution of the images are presented on Fig. 2 . The global correspondence matching Figure 2 . Surface at three resolutions (respectively the higher resolution and after two and four filtering and downsampling processes).
process results, at each resoIution, in a set of displacement vectors defined on each node of the mesh. The parameters concerning the initial temperature and weighting factors of the energy function have been chosen by an empirical way after successive tests.
As illustrations, Fig. 3 shows the estimated motion amplitude at two resolutions for one instant Corresponding to the beginning of the systole. The contraction movements after one fiItcring and downsampling processes) (colors: in white: expansion, black: contraction).
(represented with black color), characteristic of systole, are well identified. At lowest resolution, surface and movements are coarse but highlight the main motion.
Movements represented at higher resolution, coherent with results at previous resolution, are more precise and enable to deal with local motion. . Fig. 4 shows the estimated motion amplitude at the higher resolution, at two moments of the cardiac cycle: beginning of the diastole and beginning of the systole. These results show expansion during the diastole (in white colour) and contraction during the systole and are coherent with the cardiac phases. From this set of 3D vectors, some local descriptive parameters related to cardiac dynamics can be computed such as motion amplitude and direction of anatomical segments or motion direction according to time. These parameters will allow to extract clinical informations. As an example, Fig. 4 highlights the pathological situation where the apical area suffers from akinesia.
4.
Conclusions
A first solution has been proposed for the 3D motion extraction of the left ventricle in cardiac MSCT images.
Our approach is applied on extracted volumes, using a hierarchical 3D feature matching method and provides first 3D velocity fields for the left cavity surface. These displacement vectors can represent accurate informations related to contraction and expansion movements of anatomical segments. These first results confirm the great potential of MSCT imaging for cardiac applications.
